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Activity 1: Advertisements and gender

Level 1 – instructions 

1. The teacher introduces 3 - 5 advertisements

2. The teacher initiates an analysis in class through questions such as:

➢How are the sexes represented in the different advertisements?

➢How has the gender representation changed over time?

➢Do you recognize yourself in advertisements?

3.     Reproduction of a chosen advertisement (In groups)

➢ The students choose 1 advertisement they want to reproduce

➢With point of departure in the analysis a number of visual representations are exchanged with
non-gender biased representions (eg. the color of a dress just at dress, exchanging the gender
of the protagonist, exchanging the artefacts with non-gender biased artefacts)

➢ Exhibition for either the class or another class at school of the reproduced advertisments



Activity 1 : Advertisements and gender 

Level 2 – instructions 

1. The students identify gender-biased advertisments through review of newspapers and 
magazines. Analysis one of the chosen ones as on level one

2. Production of a non-gender biased advertisement

➢Chose a product that you want to advertise, and decide on target group and message 
(remembering the object of keeping it non-gender biased)

➢Produce an advertisement that takes point of departure in the analysis made in the above-
mentioned step

➢Exhibition of the advertisement for either the class or another class at school



Examples advertisements:









This activity concerns phrases and expressions that are common in our
language but often are used in a condescending way. The purpose of the 
activity is to increase the awareness of how language can maintain specific
notions on gender. 

Activity 2 : Gendered language 



1. The teacher present the different phrases in class. For example (must be modified to the specific national 
contexts and languages): 
- Stop acting like a girl
- Man up
- tomboy
- Boys don’t cry
- Be a man
- Throw/run/fight like a girl

Ask the pupils if they have heard the phrases and the meaning of the phrases. Are there terms that are
condescending? In what way? Are there any prejudices towards the different genders? Towards girls? Towards 
boys? The pupils choose one word or a phrase they want to examine: 

2. Try to google the word/the phrase. What comes up? What does the dictionary say about the word? Does the 
word or the phrase change meaning if you say it to a boy or to a girl? What do you think about the word or the 
phrase? Do you think that the word/phrase are used in 10 years? Why/Why not?

3. Discuss in class: 

Can words and phrases we use contribute to put people in boxes because of their gender? How?

Why does someone believe that there are differences in what boys and girls can do? 

How can we create a language that is not biased? 

Instructions

Activity 2 : Gendered language 



Instructions 

1. The teacher choose the dilemmas he or she find relevant for the class. Begin the activity by introducing the work
method for the pupils:

Its about taking a stance even though you are in doubt
The objective is not to find agreement but to examine different ways of dealing with the dilemma
You are not allowed to comment on each others choices

2. The pupils are going to decide how the person in the story can take action in the different situations. The teacher
mark 4 spots in the class room that represent each choice and read the different choices for the class. The pupils go 
to the spot in the class which represent the best choice for them. 

3. When everybody in class has found a place the teacher interview the pupils with questions such as:

Why do you think this choice of action is the best? 
What do you think is going to happen if you choose this action?
Is there something that is not so good with this action? 

4. When all groups have made their point the teacher can ask if anyone has changed their mind after hearing the 
answers. 

The activity can continue with other stories/dilemmas

Activity 3: Dilemmas 



Activity 3: Dilemmas 

Example (must be modified to the specific countries and contexts)

In the break some of the boys from class are playing football in the school yard. 
Yasmin is asking if she can play with them. One of the boys are shouting: 
‘Football is not for girls’ and goes on playing. What is Yasmin going to do?  

Option 1: Yasmin shall find some girls to play football with

Option 2: Yasmin shall shout that of course football is for girls and run to the 
football ground

Option 3: Yasmin shall tell a teacher

Option 4: Make up your own answer



Example 2

sabella has posted a picture on instagram picturing herself in a bikini. Malou 
from the class has commented the picture with the word ‘Slut’. Isabella is upset
because of the comment. What can Isabella do? 

Option 1: Isabella shall talk with Malou next time they see each other in school

Option 2: Isabella shall ignore the comment

Option 3: Isabella shall talk with som of her friends from her class about what
she can do 

Option 4: Make up your own answer

Activity 3: Dilemmas 



Activity 4 Attitudes towards gender 

Instructions

This activity can be carried out in two variations:

1. The pupils are sitting on chairs in a circle. The teacher is reading a statement. When the pupils agree, 
they hurry to stand on the chair. After every statement everyone is sitting down again, and the teacher
now read a new statement

2. Draw an imaginary or a physical line on the floor or the ground. In the one end of the line is ‘total 
agreement’ in the other end of the line ‘total disagreement’. The teacher is reading a statement, and the 
pupils are now going to find a place on the line in terms of their agreement or disagreement towards the 
statement. 

When the pupils are standing up or have placed themeselves on the line, the teacher asks about the reasons
for why the pupils are standing where they are. When the pupils have listened to the different reasons, the 
teacher can give the pupils the opportunity to move if their opinion towards the statement has changed. 

Advice: It can be a good idea to start the acitivity with two neutral statements so the pupils can practice how
the acitivity works. 



Statements - examples 
(must be modified to the different national contexts and languages)

❑Girls tend to be better at concentrating than boys

❑Women are more empathetic than men

❑Gender is something that you are born with

❑Girls don’t like to play football

❑Boys are more athletic than girls

❑Boys are better in mathematics than girls

❑Girls are better in mathematics than boys

❑ I like to work with class mates that have the same gender as me

❑Gender doesn’t matter to me

Activity 4 Attitudes towards gender 



Activity 5 : Deconstructing stereotypes

Julien has found a job
that matches 
his ambitions

Laura has found the job
of her dreams



• Level 2: Spotting the stereotypes ( 2 or 3 X 40 min)

• Analysis of the advertising
Find the stereotypical element : on a picture, on a text, understanding of explicit and implicit 
elements

• Create a headline, a catch phrase for all these adverts in order to rise awareness on their sexist 
character

Activity 5 : Deconstructing stereotypes



Activity 6 : Transforming the playground area

Level 1

Draw the playground and position yourself in this space by indicating who you are with and where the 
other classmates are (differentiate girls and boys by F and M) 

Collective analysis of every pupil drawing, pointing out the similarities and differences in all the 
drawings.

Ask the pupils to explain and describe their drawing 
Questions: why are you in this place? Why are you with these classmates? What games are you 
playing? Would you like to be in another part of the playground? Would you like to play something 
else? If so, to what and with whom? 

Survey and discussion  : Are you OK with your position in the playground ? Who isn’t pleased with the 
result ? Why ?
Final objective : define the principles of mixed sex playground games.



Activity 6 : Transforming the playground area

Level 2

• In group of 3, 4 pupils : create a gender-free activity lasting for a whole week and make a list of 
activities and games allowing to keep mixed sex during recess.

• Opposing the different suggestions, find a consensus (a vote) in order to organise the 
playground area for a week.

• Implement this organisation and evaluate it at the end of the week.



Activity 7: Activities based on  youth literature

Level 1: 6 sessions

• Reading of an album or a book tackling the gender question.

• Literary activities around the chosen book (comprehension questionnaires, work on the 
characteristics of the characters) make it possible to initiate a debate on the issues raised by 
the book. (Questionary on the comprehension, work on the character) will lead to start a 
discussion about the book (identifying stereotypes, identify heroes' strategies to get rid of 
them).

• List with students, through discussion, gender stereotypes or sexist attitudes that they face on 
a regular basis: housework, trades, leisure, sports, etc.



Activity 7: Activities based on youth literature

Level 2 : 6 to 8 sessions

• Network reading : several books are at the pupils’ disposal. After reading, the pupils write a 
synopsis explaining the topic, explaining what the book is about, what kind of sexist behaviour
is described, and how the heroes or characters get away from it.

• Written expression: in groups, students are asked to imagine a sexist situation and to deal with 
it in the form of dialogue between the different characters defined in the script. Highlighting pros 
and anti equality.

• These situations are staged and performed by students in front of school parents



Activity 8:  What makes me to the person I am?
Level 1

Learning domain: To awake a discussion about being yourself no matter if you have a certain gender, 

nationality, look or personality. Different qualities belongs to a person as an individual and does not 

need to be bound to a certain gender or nationality. 

Typology of person who can implement the activity (teacher ? social educator ? municipality agent (in 

France) ? etc)

Teacher is the implementer, together with the pupils.

Key words: individuality, looks, personality, interests, gender 

Time: 45 min (2x45 as a recommendation) 

This is needed: 

A4 paper/pupil, colour pens, cartoon  



Activity 8:  What makes me to the person I am?

1. Instructions part 1 (about 45 min) 

2. The pupils will draw a picture of temselves with details (clothes, 

gender, interests, hair length etc.) The pupils will see each others 

pictures afterwards) 

3. When observing the other pupils pictures, their task is to look at 

similarities. What kind of similarities can be found dispite for example 

different gender or skin colour? 

4. Discussions with the group or in pairs about which similarities that 

have been found. Also discuss: Why do we often concentrate on 

differences intead of similiarities when it comes to other people? 



Activity 8:  What makes me to the person I am?

Instructions part 2 (about 45 min)

4. Look at the pictures again. Discussion (what can you know from a person 

just by looking at them?) 

5. Discussion: Why do we make conclusion about persons only by loking at 

them? Why can this be a good and bad thing? 

6. Discussion: How can different prejudgements limitate and and stop us from 

being who we are? What can this lead to? How can we support each other 

and let everybody be who they are? 

7. Write down the suggestions on a cartoon and put it up in the class room as 

a reminder. 



Activity 9: Teflon test 

Level II (about 20-30 min)

The idea behind the name ”teflon test” comes from the fact that there are situations where norm followers just slide 

through all kind of situations – they are the butter in a hot teflon pan. Those who are not following the norm are 

instead the butter in a cold pan, stuck without sliding. 

Typology of person who can implement the activity (teacher ? social educator ? municipality agent (in France) ? 

etc)

Teacher is the implementer, together with the pupils.

Key words: norms, privileges, discrimination, gender 

Learning domain: To bring light on your own situation in relation to different norms and to gain knowledge about in 

what kind of contexts and situations you are privileged and/or discriminated. To gain understanding about what 

kind of situations you might need to take a step back for less privileged people.  

This is needed: The teflon form



(about 20-30 min)
Level II

Activity 9:Teflon test 



Activity 9:Teflon test

1. Instructions

2. Fill in the teflon test 

3. Reflect: Do you see any patterns? 

4. In which categories do you follow/not follow the norm? Why do you think it is 

important to to know when you are/are not following the norm? 

5. How does it feel to follow the norm? How does it feel to not follow the norm? 

6. What kind of situations have you been through where you encountered friction? 

7. How can we use these insights about norms and privileges constructively? 

8. What can you do during school-time to prevent friction for those who are not 

following the norms? 



Activity 10: ”Touching map” 

(about 45 min) Level 1 

Learning domain:  To think about how different touches can feel different depending on the person who 

touches you and when the touch takes place. 

Typology of person who can implement the activity (teacher ? social educator ? municipality agent (in France) ? 

etc)

Teacher is the implementer, together with the pupils.

Key words: body, opinions, reflection, integrity

This is needed: A4-paper , colour pens, board,  an extra adult (Assistant if you have)  



Activity 10: ”Touching map”

1. Instructions

2. The students will draw themselves (back and front) on a paper 

3. Tell the group that there are 3 different kinds of touching (unknown touch, friendly touch and intimate 

touch) 

4. Give different examples of touching that often are okey: Shaking hands, hug from a friend.

5. The pupils use 1 colour for unknown touches and 1 colour for friendly touches and paint areas that 

are okey to touch for unknown persons and friends. They can also think about the intimate touches 

but they don’t have to draw them on a paper 

6. At the same time the pupils draw their pictures you as a teacher will draw a similar picture on the 

board 

7. Discuss together with the group about the areas that are okey to touch as an unknown person and as 

a friend. Do you have similarities and differences? 

8. Also discuss what the touches look like/feel like and not only where and who. 

9. If you have another adult with you in the room, you can show what the different touches can look like 

(otherwise you might use yourself). Do not use another student. 

10. Talk about how we all are different and can feel different about similar touches. How can you say no if 

you don’t want to be touched? 



Activity 11: To say no – discussion 

(about 45 min) Level 2 

Learning domain: To reflect about the usage of the word ”NO” and how a ”NO” can 

look like from a body language perspective. Also how silence can mean ”NO”. 

Typology of person who can implement the activity (teacher ? social educator ? 

municipality agent (in France) ? etc)

Teacher is the implementer, together with the pupils.

Key words: body language, respect

This is needed: 

Different opics within the field



Activity 11: To say no – discussion

1. Instructions

2. Let the pupils know that to listen to people sometimes is hard. It is expected from us to be polite and not hurt 

people. That’s why we in many situations often not say no directly but instead trying to show it in another way. 

3. Divide the group into smaller groups of 3-4. Ask the group to discuss following questions (following example is 

only 1 out of many different examples in this exercise). 

4. How do another person show that they want to or not want to: 

- Dance, when someone show interest 

- Hug, when someone want to hug you 

- Give their phone number to somebody

- Go on a date 

4. When is it hard to say no? When is it hard to say yes? What are you afraid of during these situations? Why? 

5. Does it sometimes that you pretend you did not perceive a no even if you actually knew you did get a no? Why 

could that be? What consequences can that give? 



(about 45 min)If you work with trafic signs you can include a norm perspective by 

reflecting on what they look like.

Typology of person who can implement the activity (teacher ? social educator ? 

municipality agent (in France) ? etc)

Teacher is the implementer, together with the pupils.

Key words: norms, creativity, gender, pictures 

Learning domain:  To bring light up on that the male often is dominant and to practice 

norm creativity 

This is needed: 

Pictures of trafic signs where people and anomals are pictured

Activity 12: Normcreative trafic signs 



Activity 12: Normcreative trafic signs 

1. Instructions Go through traffic rules and signs as normal 

2. Explain the word ”inclusion” – see the explanation on p. X if you are unsure 

3. Show the pictures 

4. Ask following questions to the students: 

- Who are on these pictures? (if they say gender, you can ask how they know) 

- What message to the picture give about the gender? 

- Is there someone that is missing from the pictures? (People with dissabilities, elder, children 

etc.) 

5. 5. Discuss with the pupils how it feels to not be included in in the pictures

6. 6. Ask the pupils to draw own trafic signs with including pictures of people and animals 

7. 7. End the session with a discussion about their drawings (what came to their mind etc.)



Activity 13: (mathematics or social science) 
Gender analysis of text books

(about 30-45 min) Level 1 

This can be done as a subject lesson, for instance in mathematics or social science. The whole lesson should be used for this

exercise. It is valuable if the class has been introduced to gender equality issues before this exercise. This can be done also as 

a larger process including a number of lessons and one or several text books used at school, and with several other classes 

and teachers as well. This activity is easily adapted depending on the ambition. 

Add 2 indications to the toolbox architecture : Size of the activity (small size, systemic size).

This activity is flexible in size. It can be done quickly or it can be a larger process, depending on the idea the teacher want to put 

forward. Typology of person who can implement the activity (teacher ? social educator ? municipality agent (in France) ? 

etc)Teacher is the implementer, together with the pupils.

• Key words: gender reflection, textbooks, text analysis, picture analysis, subject analysis

• Learning domain: 

In this activity pupils will get to practice how to do gender analysis on books, pictures and other media communication. Pupils will 

learn to understand that gender is a way to organize knowledge. 

This is needed: 

Text books that are used during the lessons.



Activity 13: (mathematics or social science) 
Gender analysis of text books 

INSTRUCTIONS

The teacher can start by showing pictures of women and men in different professions and encourage students to discuss who is 

suitable for a certain profession. Then the teacher can let the students sit in pairs and give a list of professions for the 

students to discuss.

1. Which of these professions are ‘typical’ for women and men? Why is it like this? This is discussed in the class. After this the 

students will have the same list of professions and discuss the salary level.

2. Which professions earns the most? Why?

- List the professions according to their salary

- Is there a gender pattern in your list?

- Is there a gender pattern in your list?

Then the teacher shows the ‘correct’ list from national statistics and after this the class would discuss together what needs to be 

done, etc. They can also discuss if they think about their future profession according to salary level, and what does this 

mean to Finland/your country as a nation.



Activity 14 (mathematics) The women’s euro - profession, 
salaries and gender 

(about 45 min) Level 2

The next level of this is a exercise in mathematics when practicing percentage-counting. This might be adapted to the math level in each 

country. The teacher chooses one male/female dominated profession (for example physician, nurse, ECEC teacher, professor, CEO), and it 

is easiest if there is a clear domination. The students will then be working in pairs or in larger groups with percentage-counting. 

Add 2 indications to the toolbox architecture : Size of the activity (small size, systemic size).

This activity is flexible in size. It can be done quickly or it can be a larger process, depending on the idea the teacher want to put forward. 

Typology of person who can implement the activity (teacher ? social educator ? municipality agent (in France) ? etc)

Teacher is the implementer, together with the pupils.

Key words: gender reflection, professions, gender analysis, salaries, gender segregation, work force

Learning domain: In this activity pupils will get to practice how to do gender analysis on professions, and linked to that, salaries. And together 

with this they will be given the opportunity to analyze the link between gender segregation in the work force connected to salary levels. 

Pupils will learn to understand that gender is a way to organize the work force salary level. 

This is needed:  Salary table for the different professions, material for calculations



Activity 14 (mathematics) The women’s euro -
profession, salaries and gender 

Instructions

The exercises would be like this (using professors as an example):

1. A male professor earns 7140 euro/month, how much is the women salary? (this means the students 

need the information that male professors earn about 330 euro more than female professors)

2. How much is the female professors’ salary in percentage compared to male professors’ salary?

3. If the female professors would earn 7500 euro, what would the male professors earn?

4. How much is then the ‘female euro’ for professors?

5. Is this reasonable? What should be done and by whom?



Age: Upper primary/Secondary 
Purpose: To develop students' skills in viewing visual materials with critical understanding and 
appreciation; to encourage students to identify and challenge gender stereotyping.
Duration: Approximately 40 minutes
Materials required: Magazines/ newspapers

Description: 

Level 1: Collection of advertisements from newspapers and magazines.

Identification of advertisements in print media that contain gender stereotypes.

Level 2: Eliminate gender stereotypes.

Suggestions on how these ads could be modified to avoid gender stereotypes.

Level 3: Collage making.

Making a collage from clippings from magazines/ newspapers. The goal is to 
advertise the same product without gender stereotypes.

Activity 15: Advertising ansd visual materials



Branded shop window 



Vodka advertisement 

She was studying for at least 3…

Act! FLIRT VODKA



LIDL advertisement 



A plastic surgeon billboard advertisements  



Boys and girls clothes advertisements



Detergents advertisements 



Activity 16: Gender sensitive communication

Age: Upper primary/Secondary 

Purpose: To introduce the concept of gender stereotyping; to enrich students' knowledge about 

gender-sensitive communication and develop critical thinking skills 

Duration: Approximately 40 minutes

Materials required: Crossword 

Description: 

Level 1: Solving a crossword puzzle with gender related terms. 

Level 2: Conducting a discussion about the words in the solved crossword.

Level 3:  The students are asked to develop a sentence with each word. 



CROSSWORD Gender-sensitive Communication 

ACROSS 

1. The right of different groups of people to have a similar social position and receive the 

same treatment (EQUALITY) 

2. Actions based on the belief that the members of one sex are less intelligent, able, skillful, etc. 

than the members of the other sex, especially that women are less able than men (SEXISM) 

3. The way you deal with or behave towards someone or something (TREATMENT) 

4. Admiration felt or shown for someone or something that you believe has good ideas or qualities 

(RESPECT) 

5. To accept behavior and beliefs that are different from your own, although you might 

not agree with or approve of them (TOLERATE) 

6. The quality of being honest and having strong moral principles that you refuse to change 

(INTEGRITY) 

7. Easily upset by the things people say or do, or causing people to be upset, embarrassed, 

or angry (SENSITIVE) 

DOWN 

1. Including many different types of people, who are treated fairly and equally (INCLUSIVE) 

2. An unfair and unreasonable opinion or feeling, especially when formed without 

enough thought or knowledge (PREJUDICE) 

3. The physical and/or social condition of being male or female (GENDER) 

4. A set idea that people have about what someone or something is like, especially an idea that 

is wrong (STEREOTYPE) 

5. The state of being either male or female (SEX) 

6. To start having a relationship with, or communicating with another person, company, country, 

or organization (ESTABLISH) 

7. Willing to accept behavior and beliefs that are different from your own, although you might 

not agree with or approve of them (TOLERANT) 

8. A state where things are of equal weight or force (BALANCE) 

Activity 16: Gender sensitive communication



Activity 17: TV-advertisements

Age: Upper primary/Secondary 

Purpose: To develop students' skills in viewing visual materials and texts with critical understanding and

appreciation; To encourage students to identify and challenge gender stereotyping.

Duration: Approximately 60 minutes

Materials required: TV Advertisement: https://youtu.be/4A0L4wNNcgk

Description: 

Level 1: Provide students with the TV Advertisement: https://youtu.be/4A0L4wNNcgk

Level 2: Conducting a discussion about the advertisement. 

Examples:  Do you think that the advertisement is gender-discriminatory? Why?; 

Are you disposed to present you at such kind of casting after watching the advertisement?;   

Can you describe the gender-discriminatory language / body language?; 

Do you think that the distribution of the advertisement has been rightly prohibited? Is this a violation of the 

freedom of expression?, etc. 

Level 3:  Students are asked to develop a vacancy notice / casting announcement using gender-sensitive and 

inclusive language.  

https://youtu.be/4A0L4wNNcgk
https://youtu.be/4A0L4wNNcgk


English translation of the video material

- Tsvety, coffee! Hello! My name is Bashar Rahal, the director of the Student TV. If you 

are a student, remember this year! 

- Boss, your coffee! 

- This is the year that you became famous as TV presenter, screenwriter, actor or 

organizer at the youngest Bulgarian media: the Students' TV. If you wish to become 

famous, go to the national casting in Sofia, Blagoevgrad, Plovdiv Burgas, Varna, 

Veliko Tarnovo and Ruse. End of the announcement! 

- Boss, your cream!

- You see: Tsvety has already became famous!

Activity 17: TV-advertisements



Activity 18:   Negative thoughts to the wastpaper bin

WHY “NEGATIVE THOUGHTS TO THE WASTPAPER BIN”

When adult women are asked what it would have taken for them to take a step forward and propose themselves for

a promotion in their career or to accept to be the leaders of an important and strategic project within the company

where they worked, the vast majority of them agree on one answer: "I lacked enough self-confidence", "I didn't think I

was ready enough", "I feared I wasn't up to the task"...

Though it is not only women who lack enough self-confidence, the fact is that women seem to be more self-

demanding and perfectionism-minded, and feel a much stronger need to "not fail" those around them. That is why so

often, to avoid failing, I prefer to say NO to that offer, I prefer NOT to try lest I fail or I prefer NOT to apply for that

vacancy because I'm sure there will be people better prepared than me. There are too many NOS, too much

experience with self-denial and too little with self-affirmation of who they are. In short, too little experience with

believing that they have the same rights and merits as the rest of their colleagues when it comes to aspiring to better

living conditions (professional, personal, family...).

One way of deactivating these beliefs is to become aware at this stage of Primary School of the type of thoughts

associated with certain people, activities, proposals, tasks, etc., which arouse different emotions in each child. Some

of them will be positive and will let children cope with the tasks entrusted to them in a better frame of mind and more

personal resources; there will also be other less positive emotions that will detract from their personal power and

influence. When our negative inner voice prevails, it hinders us and holds us back.



Keywords: Identity, responsability, personality, written and oral expresion

Learning domain: Communicative competence, social and civic competence, 

critical thinking

Main objective: To get children used to turning negative thoughts into positive 

ones.

Time: 1 X 45’

Resources:  A blank sheet of checkered paper, pencil, paints, notebook, scissors 

and waste bin.

Activity 18:   Negative thoughts to the wastpaper bin



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE 

ACTIVITY:

This activity aims to get children

used to turning negative

thoughts into positive ones.

Hand out a sheet of paper to each

pupil so that they can write down

any negative messages that people

around them (parents, teachers,

friends, friends, themselves...)

have said to them. Once they have

made the list, they turn each

message into a positive one.

Example:

Negative messages

● You're very untidy

● Your brother/sister gets better
marks than you

● You're not good at exams, you

get too nervous

● I'm stupid, I've messed up

again

● This is too difficult for me

Positive message

● I know I've left my room
untidy, next timeI'll try to leave
it tidier

● I also do lots of things well

● Sometimes I am calm and I do

very well in exams

● I learn from my mistakes

● I'll do it little by little, if I say it's

too difficult, I’ll never do it.

Activity 18:   Negative thoughts to the wastpaper bin



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY:

Finally, they cut off the negative side of the messages and throw it in the wastepaper

bin, and stick the side with the positive messages in their exercise book.

Recommendation: Pupils may find it difficult to turn negative thoughts into positive

ones, so the teacher ought to help them.

At the end of the activity, ask the group to share how they felt when they threw the

negative thoughts in the bin and to choose 1-2 positive thoughts they want to share

with the rest of their classmates. Depending on how much time is available, you can

ask them why they have chosen these positive thoughts and in which situations they

think it can help them to think in this way.

Another option is to get each pupil to write on a wall the positive sentences that they

think are most relevant and significant., ,

Activity 18:   Negative thoughts to the wastpaper bin



Activity 19:  I’m much more than a stereotype I

WHY “I’M MUCH MORE THAN AN STEREOTYPE”

In a sexist society, self-esteem is not perceived and valued the same way in boys and girls.

While boys may measure their self-esteem on the basis of their ability to act and social prestige,

the negative self-assessment that the context may generate of the values assigned to anything

"feminine" may cause girls to feel and value themselves less highly. This is why we need to

encourage both boys and girls to positively value their individual qualities, regardless of how

society assigns them to one gender or another.

It is therefore very important

• to counteract the influence of stereotypes and mandates by trying to make roles more

flexible. It is important to show gender stereotypes as being merely provisional and as a

stage of personality development, in which it is essential to include the diversity of

possibilities of being a "boy and a "girl".

• To contribute to a positive vision of the values traditionally assigned to girls (dialogue,

empathy, care...); and to a challenge to the traditionally unquestioned values of the

mystique of masculinity (heroism, use of violence, risks...).



Keywords: Identity, personality, gender, privileges, discrimination

Learning domain: Communicative competence, social and civic competence, critical

thinking

Main objective: To work on the perception of stereotypes and self-esteem:

Time: 2 X 45’

Resources:  Usual school material: A blank sheet of checkered paper, pencil, paints, 

notebook.

Activity 19:  I’m much more than a stereotype I



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

1. Draw two large empty silhouettes of a boy and a girl.

2. Ask the group to think about whether it is positive or not to receive our education in a mixed group. Let them

give their reasons.

3. Then ask the girls in the class group to write down what's the best thing about being a boy (minimum of 8 

things).

4. And ask the boys in the class group to write down what's the best thing about being a girl (minimum of 8 

things).

5. At the same time, they stick these onto the silhouette in question.

6. The teacher asks the group to think about the assigned characteristics:

a. Are there any that appear on both silhouettes?

b. Do we believe that we are very different? Why? 

c. Some of these characteristics are a problem for people of the opposite sex.

Activity 19:  I’m much more than a stereotype I



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

7. The teacher gets the group to think about:

a. Have there been more girls or more boys who want to change?

b. Why? 

c. What do girls miss out on by being girls?

d. What are boys missing out on by being boys?

8. Each person should intervene in class by completing the expression:

a. I'm a girl, but I'd like to be something that boys are often like. I would like to be more …, 

because ....

b. I'm a boy, but I'd like to be something that girls are often like. I would like to be more …., 

because ....

c. I'm a girl and I don't like to being forced to ….

d. I'm a boy and I don't like to being forced to ….

Activity 19:  I’m much more than a stereotype I



Activity 20:  I’m much more than a stereotype II

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

As a follow-up activity, I’m much more than a stereotype II completes and reinforces I’m much

more than a stereotype I. Students should draw a suitcase held by a boy and a girl. Then

they should draw in it characteristics that it would be good for both boys and girls to have.

Depending on the school year in question, the teacher can ask them to share their thoughts

about:

• Who tells us what is for girls and what is for boys?

• Have you ever been told "you look like a boy/girl" to annoy you?

• You're a boy. What disadvantages do girls face because they are girls? Can you do anything

to change that?

• You're a girl. What disadvantages do boys face because they are boys? Can you do anything

to change that?



Activity 21:  Let’s discuss

WHY “LET’S DISCUSS”

One of the basic issues in trying to fight inequality is to realise that it exists. If we fail to analyse our students' reality, if 

we do not know about the symbolic world that underpins their ideas, we will not be able to deconstruct inequality in 

order to build equality. 

That is why is essential to arrange activities that shed light allow on our students' symbolic world, their ideas

about being men and women, what they have learned at their age about the sexual division of labour, what they think

about co-responsibility at home and egalitarian parenthood. These activities, devised to debate and talk about 

these issues, not only give us information about our pupils' ideas and inequality, but also represent a chance for us 

to intervene, as teachers, and try to strike a balance on the basis of equality. Primary Education ages are especially

interesting for these kinds of activities: thinking, talking, analysing, reflecting, concluding.



Keywords: privileges, gender, inequality, hierarchy, co-responsability, sexual division of work

Learning domain: Communicative competence, social and civic competence, critical thinking

Main objective: To awake a discussion and to enrich a critical view about qualities attributed to different

sexes. 

Time: 1 X 45’

Resources:  No special resources are needed.

Activity 21:  Let’s discuss



Activity 21:  Let’s discuss

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

So the idea here is to give pupils a series of statements and ask them, either in small groups or individually, to

say whether they agree or disagree with the statement and why. At the same time, any ideas that they come up with

are written down on the blackboard and discussed as they come up.

The statements can be along the lines of: Women do household chores better than men. Women have to take care

of household chores. Men bring home the money and women do the cooking. Men learn to do household chores like

women. It is fair that both men and women share the household chores. Men know how to look after their children. In

my house, both men and women do the household chores. If women do all the household chores, they don't have

time to have fun. I like being looked after by mum, I like being looked after by dad. I can help out with the household

chores too. At home, sometimes people argue because someone doesn't do the household chores.

The teacher's task will be to write down all the statements and also to balance any messages that are discriminatory,

highlighting all the ideas that reflect equality.



Activity 22:  Who does what

WHY “WHO DOES WHAT?”

Nobody needs to change anything unless they see that what is being done is an injustice. And this is the cornerstone

of the following activity, in the sense that our pupils will not have to become co-responsible in household issues 

unless they see that it is an injustice to let one person do all the household chores. So the first step towards planning 

how to share chores fairly will be to realise how these chores are actually shared every day in their home.

Keywords: privileges, gender, inequality, hierarchy, co-responsability, sexual

division of work

Learning domain: Communicative competence, social and civic competence, 

critical thinking

Main objective: Observing, gathering and registering data in their home 

environment.  

Time: 2 X 45’

Resources:  No special resources are needed.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

The first step would be to make a list of everything that
is essential for our daily survival. Pupils should form small
groups and make this list: cleaning the house (including
the bathroom), planning meals and shopping, cooking
meals, taking into account people's tastes in food,
knowing about balanced nutrition, washing clothes,
ironing clothes, tidying clothes, personal hygiene, caring
for babies, caring for the elderly, fixing a plug, small
domestic repairs, etc.

Once all the groups have made their list, we share them
and, together with the whole class, we make a table like
the one below:

Activity 22:  Who does what

HOUSEHOLD CHORES

Names of family  
members

Washing the 
dishes

Cleaning the 
house

Doing the 
washing

Taking out the 
rubbish

Looking after 
the plants

Doing the 
shopping



Activity 22:  Who does what

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

Then, pupils fill it in individually, and then as a large group discuss what they have written down. 

There will be examples of co-responsible families and other examples where it is the women in the 

household who do most of the chores, and some cases where it is the men as well. Draw conclusions 

about it.

Once you have debated the real situation, you can read a news item and discuss about them.

Next, discuss what could be done to ensure that there is more equality and that domestic and leisure
time is truly shared and equal. Write down pupils' ideas and get them to make some personal
commitments: what are you going to do to improve this situation?



Activity 23:  The tow-weeks challenge

WHY “THE TWO-WEEKS CHALLENGE?”

Academic and school tradition have largely forgotten about domestic know-how and skills. Yet knowing about

everyday life and daily survival is essential for men and women's personal autonomy. Throughout history, it

has been women who have done these chores that are essential for our survival: food, hygiene, cleaning the

house, clothing and care. So it is only fair to acknowledge their work and thank them for being so dedicated to

looking after others, but it is also fair to balance this knowledge so that everyone, whatever their gender,

knows how to look after themselves every day. Yet as well as promoting autonomy, domestic co-responsibility

also prevents many family conflicts from arising if its members do not spend the same amount of time doing

household chores.



Activity 23:  The tow-weeks challenge

Keywords: privileges, gender, inequality, hierarchy, co-responsability, sexual division of work

Learning domain: Communicative competence, social and civic competence, critical thinking, digital 

competence

Main objective: To challenge pupils to do a household chore, to gather evidence of it and to present

the result to the group

Time: 3 X 45’

Resources:  No special resources are needed.



Activity 23:  The tow-weeks challenge

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

The idea is to challenge pupils to do a household chore at some point

over the following fortnight, whenever they feel like it: cooking something

simple for their family, cleaning the house, ironing, fixing a plug, etc.

For the different age groups, we can use the Montessori table of

household chores

Each activity should be accompanied by photographs to show what they

have done (they should find someone to take the photos). Once they have 

completed the activity at home, these photos will be used for a slide show 

which, in turn, will be the script for each child to explain to the class what

they did, when they did it, how they did it, who helped them and what they

felt when they did the activity.


